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Preface

Dramatic advances in the control of physical systems at the atomic scale

have provided many new ways to manufacture devices. An important ques-

tion is how best to design these ultra-small complex systems. Access to vast

amounts of inexpensive computing power makes it possible to accurately

simulate their physical properties. Furthermore, high-performance comput-

ers allow us to explore the large number of degrees of freedom with which

to construct new device configurations. This book aims to lay the ground-

work for a methodology to exploit these emerging capabilities using optimal

device design. By combining applied mathematics, smart computation, phys-

ical modeling, and twenty-first-century engineering and fabrication tools it

is possible to find atomic and nanoscale configurations that result in com-

ponents with performance characteristics that have not been achieved using

other methods.

Imagine you want to design and build a novel nanoscale device. How would

you go about it? A conventional starting point is to look at a macroscopic

component with similar functionality, and consider ways to make it smaller.

This approach has several potential pitfalls. For one, with continued re-

duction in size, device behavior will become quantum in character where

classical concepts and models cease to be applicable. Moreover, it is limited

by ad hoc designs, typically rooted in our unwillingness to consider ape-

riodic configurations, unless absolutely mandated by physical constraints.

Most importantly this conventional approach misses the enormous opportu-

nity of exploring the full landscape of possible system responses, offered by

breaking all conceivable symmetries.

Computational resources, realistic physical models, and advanced opti-

mization algorithms now make it possible to efficiently explore the properties

of many more configurations than could be tested in a typical laboratory.

This is the new paradigm: explore the most improbable, most nonintuitive,

system configurations and you will likely be rewarded not only with unprece-

dented optimized device performance but also with new physical insights into

how these small complex systems work.
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Preface

This book is for those not satisfied with incremental scientific progress but

instead willing to explore a vibrant and exciting new direction that acknowl-

edges the richness inherent to small complex systems. We are particularly

eager to reach and inspire an emerging generation of computer-savvy indi-

viduals who recognize the shortcomings of conventional disciplinary thinking

and ad hoc engineering. As incomplete as this book may be in many respects,

we wish to show a possible direction out of the science-as-usual mentality.

The approach leverages computational resources and advances in control-

ling and manipulating nanoscale objects. It develops an analysis non-convex

via optimization that we believe changes the way one thinks about physical

problems.

Chapter 1 offers a statement of the set of problems considered, surveys

the mathematical and computational approaches used, and discusses specific

applications and designs. The following chapters explore these issues one by

one in greater depth, touching on topics at the forefront of our current

understanding of nanoscale devices. Of course, as we sincerely hope that

this will inspire your scientific thinking and approach towards research, the

final word, dear reader, is for you to write.

California S. H. and A. F. J. L.
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